Dell

Products:
- desktop computers
- laptop computers
- servers
- computer peripherals

Suppliers
Bob Gaydosh, Account Executive
412-417-7244
bob.gaydosh@dell.com

Nathan Emery, Inside Sales
512-513-1465
nathan.emery@dell.com

Purchasing Method:
PantherExpress System
Punch-out

Quotes, Order Processing or Deliveries
Please direct any questions about quotes or order processing to the Inside Sales representative for most efficient response.

Selecting a PC or Laptop for your Department

The University believes that the Computing Consolidation Initiative and Dell computer recommendations shown here (and available through Dell’s catalog on the PantherExpress System) will provide a cost-effective best fit for most of the University's computing needs. However, we recognize that in some cases the standardized configurations, or Dell computers in general, may not be the right fit for specific or unique departmental computing needs.

If you have determined that your departmental computer requirements are best met either by a computer not shown on the classification matrix or by a non-Dell product, then please contact PantherExpress Customer Service for guidance by submitting an online inquiry or by calling 412-624-3578.

Personal PC or Laptop Purchases
Use this link to place personal purchases and take advantage of Dell's Personal Purchase Discounts.

University of Pittsburgh

Procurement Specialist:
John Jene
412-624-1747
jjene@cfo.pitt.edu

Commodity Categories:
Computers

Programs and Designations:
✓ Sustainability Program
✓ Personal Purchase Discounts